
SETTLE 
BIGGER AND FASTER
WITH AI
A personal injury AI Assistant that takes away the 

and                         document work, delivering  human-like outputsrepetitive 

mundane



We take care of the tedious work, 
so you can focus on what matters,

winning

AUTOMATE MUNDANE

DOCUMENT WORK
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Empower Your Practice

Let AI empower your existing processes, amplifying what

you're currently doing right.

Competitive Edge

Make informed decisions , predict outcomes, and give your

clients a competitive edge thanks to powerful legal AI tools.

Higher Revenue, Lower Costs

Boost efficiency, increasing your revenue while reducing cost

for the clients. Making it win-win for everyone.



Jane Doe was involved in a motor vehicle accident resulting in soft tissue injuries

including neck pain and left arm pain. The accident occurred as another driver ran

a red light and collided with Jane's vehicle, leading to 

"JD starts to turn left - as he was proceeding with turn another car (DF) blew a red

light and hit JD on driver side. This caused JD to hit another car that was turning left

from the Dollarama parking lot (lincoln)."

Initial Accident and Injuries

Jan 29 2021 Dr. John IME LC.pdf multiple impacts. Page: 31

1. Fast
Process 100+ pages in a

minute in any format

2. Transparent
Everything backed by  

excerpts and verbatim text

3. Structured
Small and consistent visual

clues for every single item

4. Relevant
Automatically extracts key

information that’s relevant

5. Concise Summaries 
Covering pages into a simple

comprehendible paragraph

6. Smart Filters 
Need physiotherapy visits to

Dr Hamad? Just tell it

BUILD DETAILED CHRONOLOG IES

used the jaws of life for extraction due to the car dam

"JD phone automatically dialed 911- first responders 

break glass, cut seatbelt off, and use jaws of life to g

Jan 27 2021 Dr. John IME LC.pdf m2018-01-24

- ABC Police, Fire Department 

2018-01-25
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Let AI find all the key

details for you

4. Focus on 
What’s Important

Share these documents

with external

collaborators 

5. Enhanced
Collaboration

No more data entry 

and dated automations

Customized for each

jurisdiction & styles

2. Multiple Styles 
& Jurisdictions

1. Documents Just
 a Click Away

Export everything  in

formats you love

3. All Standard
Formats

BRIEFS, DEMAND PACKAGE AND MORE
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1. Customized
Tailored to your unique style unlike

one-size fit solutions

4. Integrated
Seamlessly integrates with

your preferred tools

5. Built for You
Leverage your organizational

knowledge to optimize for you

3. Preferred Formats
Get it your way, styled just

how you want

2. Localized
Maintain complete control over

your data and infrastructure 

BUILT FOR EACH ONE OF YOU
Every lawyer has their own working style, and it’s always perfect. We don’t want to change that.
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Early Access to
Cutting-Edge Models

Each part of the platform can

be updated to the newest

version right on launch day, so

you'll always be ahead.

THE SECRET SAUCE IS CHERRY PICKING
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The platform is built using the best components from different AI Models.   Google DOC AI is amazing at running OCR on thousands of

pages, ChatGPT can run better inference, Claude is faster. We packaged it all together

Powered By:

Ultra Reliable &
Accurate Outputs

Every AI element is verified

using multiple models in the

background to give you most

accurate result possible.

Ultra Reliable &
Accurate Outputs

Every AI element is verified

using multiple models in the

background to give you most

accurate result possible.

No Wait Time &
Unlimited Revisions

The whole process is fully

automated giving consistent

output within minutes at any

given time.



Your tailed system is
prepared and ready to go
live within days

Seamless
Launch
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ROADMAP

Integrated with your favorite tools, including,

and many more

No long training periods or waiting times for setup. You can start using it right away! 

We handle your integrations,
customizations, and
docucment formats

Tailored
Configuration

02

Tell us about key processes
and what an ideal solution
look like

Define
Requirements

01
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Companies our team has worked at:

TEAM
Experienced technologists with expertise spanning wide range of industries and companies of all sizes.

Masaf is a technology leader with
over 20+ years of implementing
leading-edge technologies
including Cloud, AI/ML and Data &
Analytics. 

Masaf Dawood
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Hamad’s experience ranges from
building successful enterprise-
grade ERPs to eCommerce
platforms serving over a million
users per month. 

Hammad Malik

Saad has experience building SaaS
solutions, enterprise solutions, ERP
systems, eCommerce stores, and 
bespoke software.

Saad Mughal

Tauseef has experience working in
software engineering, strategy
consulting, and product
management in multiple countries. 

Tauseef Khan



The pricing model is based on the best value we can create for you. 
It’s 10x cheaper than all other existing solutions in the market.

COSTING

This can be reduced based on customizations A document is final output E.g. Chronology

Setup - Training the AI  for you
We configure a personalized version for you.

The configuration includes

Your own instance

Integration with your tools

Training on your styles

Setting up your document formats

Training material

Account set up

Maintenance
We manage and maintain the

whole infrastructure for you. This

also includes priority support and

training new employees. 

USD 25K
One-time Setup Fee

$5/DOCUMENT
Charged Monthly

Under
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THANK YOU
alphaai.company info@alphaai.company md@alphaai.company


